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Moving Forward for Children Series 
Segment:  Program Management  
 
Module:       
Succession Planning—Charting a  
Course to Carry On   
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Audience:   

Board members and executive directors 

 

Time:     

90 minutes 

 

 

Goal:    

To understand the importance of succession planning 

and develop skills to prepare a succession plan for 

your CASA/GAL program 
 

 

 

Objectives: 
Participants will be able to: 

• Explain reasons why succession planning is 
important for their CASA/GAL program 

• Describe six steps executive directors should take 
when doing succession planning 

• Proceed with developing a succession plan for 
their CASA/GAL program 

• Explain five key areas for ongoing succession 
planning 
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ITEM ACTIVITY 

Advance Prep Work 

�  
 

General 

� Nametags 

� Flipchart and markers 

� Masking tape 

� Sticky notes—large 

� Paper 
� Pencils 
 

 

Flipchart Pages (facilitator created) 

� Parking lot 
� Ground rules 
 

 

A/V Equipment 

� Computer 

� LCD projector 
� Screen 
 

 

Handouts 

� Copies of PowerPoint presentation for participants 
� Emergency succession plan template 

� Sample succession plan policy 

�  

 

Other 

� PowerPoint presentation 
 

 

 

Advance Prep Work/Supplies Checklist 
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Welcome and Introductions                                            Time: 10 min. 

 

Activity:   
Allow participants to introduce themselves if a manageable number (15 or less): 

• Name 

• Role with the CASA/GAL program 

• Number of years active with the CASA/GAL program 

 

If there are too many participants do a group intro by asking people to stand or 

raise their hand if– 

• Member of the governing body 

• Executive director 

• Active with the program – 

1. Less than one year 
2. One to five years 
3. Over five years 
4. Since the program’s inception 

 

Housekeeping: 
• Explain use of the parking lot/sticky notes for questions to be answered at 

end of session. 

• If necessary, establish ground rules with the group. 
 

 

 

 

What Is a Succession Plan?                                               Time:  5 min.                       

 

 

Activity:  Ask the group what succession planning means 

to them.  Lead a brainstorming discussion to help the 

group come up with a collective definition of “succession 

planning.”  Record the responses on a flip chart.  This 

exercise will help you gauge the level of knowledge in the 

room. 
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Why Do We Need to Succession Plan?                           Time:  10 min.                       

 

 

Explain to the group details of the Daring to Lead study: 

National study of 2,000 nonprofit leaders done by 

CompassPoint and the Mayer Foundation in 2006.  Share  

the findings on the slide.  Ask if there are any surprises. 

  

 

 

Share with the group that National CASA surveys local 

programs and state organizations annually.  One of the 

areas tracked are length of time the ED is in the position.  

Review the statistics about the CASA/GAL network with 

the participants.  Ask if there are any surprises. 

 

 

In the past 10 years the number of people between 55 and 

64 has increased by over 50%!  On average, one in ten 

executive director jobs turns over each year.  This number 

is projected to climb by 15% or more as the baby boomers 

reach retirement age.  There has been a decrease in the 

workforce of people age 25-34 so there will not be enough 

qualified people to fill these vacancies. 

 

Staff and board of nonprofit organizations resist talking 

about succession plan very similar to how some people 

resist preparing wills.  Board members don’t want to upset 

the ED and EDs don’t want the board to think they are 

leaving.  Some EDs cannot believe that anyone else could 

run the program. 

 

Activity:  Instruct the participants to break up into groups 

of 2-3 and discuss the question on the slide.  Instruct the 

group that they will have five minutes for this discussion 

and then will share their findings with the larger group.  

After five minutes, bring the group back together and 

record a sampling of the responses on a flipchart.   
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Startling Statistics

� Daring to Lead Study revealed this about 

non profit executive directors (ED):

– 9% leave annually

– One in three are fired or forced out

– Only 29% have discussed succession 

planning with the board

– 75% plan to leave within 5 years

– Only 27% were hired internally

4

CASA/GAL Network

� Local CASA/GAL programs (2006)

– 23% had ED turnover

– 25% have EDs that have been in place less 

than 20 months

� State CASA/GAL organizations (2006)

– 20% of the state directors have held the 

position less than 1 year

5

Still Not Convinced?

� Baby Boomers are reaching 
retirement age.

� There are not enough 

qualified people to fill these 

positions.

6

What Causes Resistance?

� Boards
– Do not want to offend the executive 

director

� Executive Directors
– Do not want board to think they are 

leaving

– Some think no one else could fill their 
shoes

7

What Would Happen If…

The executive director of 

your CASA/GAL program 

left on vacation and 

decided never to return?
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What Succession Planning Can Do for You                 Time:  5 min. 

 

As you were doing the activity, the benefits of having a 

written plan may have come to mind.  Taking the time to 

address succession planning helps prepare your program 

for unplanned and planned exits.  Preparing a plan also 

forces the staff and board to look at system and processes 

in place and while identifying areas that need to be 

strengthened. 

 

Working on a succession plan provides an opportunity for 

board and staff to learn each others roles and improve 

systems.  It is also a great time to think about leadership 

development-do you have players on the bench ready to 

move up or do you need to think about skill development. 

 

 

When the CASA/GAL program is prepared for transition 

of the board or staff, it can be a positive experience that 

can strengthen your organization. 

Despite all the positive reasons we have discussed, very 

few nonprofit organizations have succession plans in 

place.  National CASA Local CASA/GAL Program 

Standards now require that a succession plan is adopted. 

 

Who Is Responsible?                                                          Time:  5 min. 
 

If your program is a nonprofit organization, your board is 

ultimately responsible for adopting a succession plan for 

the leadership role.  The ED would be responsible for 

adopting succession plans for other key staff members.  

Ask the participants what other group needs a succession 

plan.  The response you are looking for is the board.  Once 

this response is given tell the group that you will discuss 

more about this later, but it is equally important to have a succession plan in place 

for the board as it is for staff. 
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Succession Planning

� Provides a tool to help your CASA/GAL 

program prepare for unplanned or 

planned exits

� Clarifies decision making authority, helps 

maintain quality, and assures stability

9

Benefits to Planning

� Establishes safeguards

� Board and staff work together to build 

systems

� Board will learn how the CASA/GAL 

program operates

� Promotes strategic leadership 

development

10

Leadership Transition

Properly managed, leadership transition 

can provide a pivotal moment enabling an 

organization to change direction, maintain 

momentum and strengthen capacity.

11

Who is Responsible?

BoardBoard

ED

Staff

� Board assures a succession 

plan is in place for the ED

� ED assures succession plans 

are in place for key staff

What other group in your 

organization needs a plan?
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Quick Review-Key to Effective Transitions                   Time:  5 min.                                           

 
 

To provide for an effective transition, the succession plan 

should ensure that systems are in place that will survive a 

change in staff and board and that the risks to the 

organization are minimized. 

 

 

  

Two areas that need to be addressed are knowledge 

transfer and staff competency development.  Ask the 

participants to think about the amount of information 

pertinent to the CASA/GAL program that is stored in 

people’s heads.  What systems can be put in place to 

capture that knowledge?  It is also important to look at the 

skills within the organization to identify areas that need to be strengthened. 

 

 

 Six Planning Steps for the Executive Director (ED)     Time: 10 min.                                

 

 

Maintain Current Job Description 

Update this document annually to make sure that 

responsibilities accurately reflect what you are doing. 

 

List of Activities 

Job descriptions cover responsibilities, but what does the 

ED actually do?  Describe which activities are everyday, 

once a month, quarterly and non-routine items. 

 

Prepare a Calendar 

Make it visual.  Develop a calendar of activities.  Include 

critical dates, tasks and events. If the calendar coordinates 

well with the activities list, items will less likely be missed. 
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Effective Transition Steps

� Build a solid organizational 

foundation

� Co-develop exit strategy

� Minimize organization’s risks

� Strengthen systems 

� Identify skill gaps

13

Key Aspects

� Knowledge transfer

� Develop staff competency

14

Six Planning Steps for the ED

1. Utilize current job 
description

2. Prepare a list of 
activities

3. Prepare a calendar
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Six Planning Steps for the Executive Director (ED)     Time: 10 min.                                

 

 

Locate Important Documents, Passwords, Materials 

Develop a list of where key information is located: the 

combination to the safe, computer passwords, the key to 

the file cabinet that holds the children’s files, etc. 

 

 

         

 

Critical Relationships 
Ask the group what key relationships would be important 

to know about to ensure continuity if the ED left.  Record 

answers on a flipchart.  Make sure responses include entire 

board, volunteers, CPA, social services, judges, the state 

association, National CASA, funders/donors, media, other 

court personnel.  Thought should be given as how to notify 

each of these as it may vary. 

 

    Monitoring 

Conduct an annual review of the plan to ensure 

everything is current and relevant. 

 

 

Let’s Turn to the Board                                               Time:  10 min. 

 

 

Activity: 

Ask the participants to pair off and share with each other 

their answers to the question on the slide.  Ask them to 

also talk about what system is in place to transition board 

leadership roles.  Instruct them that they will have five 

minutes for this exercise and then will report back to the 

group.  After five minutes, bring the group back together 

and record their responses on the flipchart.   
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Six Planning Steps for the ED

4. Locate important 

documents, 

passwords and 

information

16

Six Planning Steps for the ED

5. Identify Critical Relationships

6. Yearly plan review

17

What About the Board?

� Identify a key member of your board.

� What would the CASA/GAL program lose if this 

board member left?
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Let’s Turn to the Board (cont.)                                      Time:  10 min. 

 

 

Activity: 

Brainstorm with the group three strategies to use to ensure 

the board will remain strong through leadership/member 

changes.  Record the responses on a flip chart.  Some of the 

ideas could include: identifying officers six months to a 

year ahead of elections, grooming new officers by having 

them shadow current officers, providing orientation for all 

new board members, keeping a constant, active pipeline of 

interested potential members, having an active governing/nominating committee, 

participating in self evaluation. 

 

 

 

Let’s Review                                                                      Time:  5 min. 

 

 

Succession planning is not static because players keep 

changing, as do organizational needs.  Some of the key 

elements to move your planning process forward are: 

� Agreed upon expectations between staff and board.  
The need for a strong relationship between board and 

the ED is crucial. 

� Board self-evaluation. This process helps ensure 
board skills and leadership growth are on target 

� ED evaluation. This evaluation helps ensure that skills of ED are what are 
needed and leadership development is ongoing. 

� Emergency transition plan. Part of your succession plan should contain an 
emergency transition plan that is updated as needed. 

� Understanding of breadth and depth of ED role by board and key staff. 
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Let’s Brainstorm…

� Three strategies you 

will implement to 

assure the continuation 

of a strong board.

19
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Tools to Take Home                                                         Time: 5 min. 

 
 

Explain to the group that a succession plan template and a 

succession plan policy are part of the handouts and that the 

websites listed on the resource page offer great information 

about succession planning for staff and boards. 

 

 
Activity: Tell the group that to ensure that you will go away 

with next steps in mind, take five minutes and turn to the 

person next to you and outline what you will accomplish in 

the next 30, 60, 90 days to continue to move forward with 

succession planning.  Encourage each person to write down 

goals, including deadlines.  Bring the group back together to 

share a few ideas of next steps.   

 

 
Facilitator: 

• Ask for questions 

• Review parking lot questions, if time permits 

• Handout evaluation (if you are using one) 

 
 

One last step for the FACILITATOR only: 
 

 

Please help us by taking five minutes to follow this link and complete the 

facilitator’s evaluation form to give us your feedback on your experience using this 

module. 
 

http://www.zoomerang.com/Survey/?p=WEB2288WBJ6NWA 
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Sample Plans/Policies

� Emergency Succession Plan Template

� Sample Executive Succession Plan Policy

21

Next Steps

� Turn to the person sitting next to you and 

set succession planning goals for you and 

your CASA/GAL program

� Outline what will be accomplished in the 

next 30, 60, and 90 days.


